INTEGRAL SHIP EXCHANGE
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
SECRET

From:  
To: OSO/OPC  
ACTION: WHD (1-2-3)  
INFORMATION: 1R (21-5), AD/SO (6), OPS (7), STC (8), S/C (9-10-11), DDP (12), PLANS (13), RC (14)  

Paraphrase Not Required. Handle as SECRET Correspondence per Parts 51 (5) 60 A AR-380-5

526

TO: WASHFG  
INFO:  
CITE:  
RE: 525 (IN 20271)

REPORTED THE FOLLOWING:
A. RETURNED FROM MEXICO CITY  
O/A 11 FEB 52 WHERE SHE SAW CASTILLO ARMAS WHO STILL EXPECTED ARRIVE HERE SOON. EVAL B-2.

B. SHE ALSO BROUGHT REPORT COMMIES PLANNING TAKE COMPLETE CONTROL GUATEMALAN GOVERNMENT FIRST DAYS MARCH. EVAL B-6.

C. REPORTED TO HAVE SAID EL SALVADORAN COMMIE DELEGATION WILL SOON VISIT GUATEMALA TO RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS FROM VICTOR MANUEL GUTIERREZ. EVAL B-3.

8581Z 21 FEB 52
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